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TOGETHER WE LEARN. TOGETHER WE GROW
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Every year, Leasowes likes to give the Junior Leadership team a project: this
is something that, when our ‘terms of office’ end in July to make way for a
new team in a new academic year, we can look back on and think ‘we did
that!’. This year, it has been the new classroom libraries and the reading
initiatives that go with them. As you know, at Leasowes we are Rooted in
Reading: with our new library that opened a few years ago, we were well on
the way to having an enviable collection of books to borrow, but the new
classroom libraries offer a more personalised, year-group specific experience
that we know will foster a real love of reading in children at Leasowes. We are
very proud of the impact this has had already and are delighted to share this
with you in this JLT-written newsletter.
‘Each book has a

It's all about the books
Book corners should, in our opinions, be all about the books.
You’ll see at Leasowes that now, our priority is that all children
can see and access inspiring books easily… who needs to
crawl inside a cave or a jungle created in the corner of a
classroom when you can select an incredible book that takes
you there instead? It was important to us that, while we wanted
our book corners to be all about the books, that the teachers be
able to keep hold of some of their own spark and personality…
can you guess whose rooms these are?

personality like a
human.’

Deputy Head Boy Ben

'A book can whisk
you away to new
worlds...'

Y5 JLT Ruby

ASPIRATION

'Reading a book is

Classroom Reading Trolleys

WAY better than

seeing the film!'
At the start of our drive to refresh the classroom libraries, we toured the
school and picked out bits our teachers already did that we loved. In some Deputy Head Girl Mariam
rooms, we spotted these trolleys that could house the children’s own
recommendations. Now, every room from Y2 upwards has one. These are
looked after by members of JLT, who carefully rotate the books to spotlight
'Books are a
new and exciting titles. Stationery and review cards are available for
children to explain why they’d love to recommend a book to a friend. Which uniquely portable
text would you highlight as a must-read? Also in these trolleys, we store
magic.'
this years reading newsletters written by Miss Reeves for readers who
Head Girl Emmy
require a bit of inspiration for what to read next.

Y1, Tom Fletcher

Dazzling Displays
With so much choice, it can sometimes be a challenge to
narrow down the books you’d like to pick from. That’s why
we introduced book stands in all rooms: teachers and
children can select themes (e.g. a featured graphic novel or
picture book, or even a small edit based on their current
curriculum topic) and display these for all to see. When the
books are inevitably plucked from their shelves by an eager
reader, we immediately replace them with another
recommended read. Which books would you reach for?

The best bit? Seeing Leasowes children
enjoy their new texts!
I've never read a
series of books
before. I can't wait
to get started!

Local History Showcase!

Part of the National Curriculum for History states that children should develop a knowledge and
understanding of the History of their local area through significant events, people and places. At
Leasowes, we are passionate about the importance of this and ensure that in each Year group
the children conduct an in-depth local history study, thus developing their understanding of where
they live.
Studying history to many of us means studying history on a grand scale: the rise and fall of
civilisations, social or economic changes and everything that affects whole countries, people and
world events. However, it is important to remember that the major processes and events we learn
about are made up of individuals, families and communities that all played their part in shaping
and being shaped by history. Studying local history can give children an understanding of how
changes in society impacted the lives of ordinary people. It can reflect the long heritage of past
generations and can fill children with the understanding that history is all around them. Very
often, learning about a local place or person that contributed to the larger scale of historical
change can be some of the most fascinating information that an individual can discover.
As History Lead, I have had the pleasure this year of seeing the study of local history grow and
have witnessed in different year groups the children’s fascination to learn more. Below is a snap
shot of some of the wonderful local history being studied across the school. Perhaps it might
prompt a conversation over dinner or a visit out at the weekend.
Mrs Dodd

This has made me want to go on a
walk here with my mummy!”
Eliza 1BD

Year 1 Study of Castle Ring
The children learnt a brief history of
what a Hill Fort is and then learnt
about Castle Ring itself. They studied
what it looked like, why it was built,
where it was and how it was used.
They then compared Castle Ring in
the past to Castle Ring now.

Many of the Year 1 children had no idea
that Castle Ring was on Cannock Chase
and they were fascinated by its history.
I had no idea it was on
Cannock Chase and I love
that it’s shape is a
pentagon”
Hesham 1BD

Fascinating Fact:
Castle Ring is built on the highest
point on Cannock Chase at 795 feet
above sea level. It was built in the
shape of a pentagon and, although
smaller than other Hill Forts, it was
good for defence.

Year 4 Study of the Ancient High
House
Year 4 have been learning about
how the Ancient High House
shaped Stafford town. They
experienced an educational visit to
the High House and then combined
their learning from this, with work
covered in class to discuss the
impact of the house on Stafford
town. Reflecting on this, they then
used their reasoning skills to
discuss how the town itself
subsequently changed from 1595
to present day.

For many of the children in Year 4,
this was their first time visiting the
High House. They couldn’t believe
such an interesting building existed in
their town and a lot are keen to revisit
again with their parents.

I never knew that the
building was actually
shaped like a capital E
Sienna
4LT

Fascinating Fact
The Ancient High House was built in 1595 by the Dorrington
family and was built in the shape of an E to attract Queen
Elizabeth I. It is the largest remaining timber framed Tudor
house in England. Since it was built it has been a house,
barbers, dentist, prison, shop and is now a museum.

Going to the Ancient High
House was spectacular
because it is still standing
after 427 years and is the
largest Tudor house that still
exists in England. It felt really
special to be inside.
Reggie 4KM

Year 5 Study of Elizabeth
Buckley
The children used photographs
to compare Victorian Stafford
to present day. They then used
census data, prison records
and newspaper articles to learn
about a Victorian criminal
called Elizabeth Buckley. She
was found guilty of stealing
jewellery and was imprisoned
in Stafford Gaol.

